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on't talk to him about your 9 to
5. Cavan's up at 7 to catch up on
the daily news in the morning
and run daily errands before heading to
the office to write a daily critique for his
staff and skip off to a steady slate of
daily classes and come back at 4 for a
daily budget meeting to determine what
you'll see in the Daily tomorrow. His
eyes are the last to see the paper at
night, and those eyes scan for errors,
mistakes, anything that could potentially lead to an angry call the next morning. "When things mess up, all our
names are on the paper, but problems,
mistakes, even lawsuits - they go to the
editor," he says. Hundreds of angry emails have flooded in this year, even a
threat from a woman who vowed to
"follow me for the rest of my career to
make sure I don't make it anywhere."
That heat comes with the gig, with the
only office in the room. The Daily is an
award-winning college publication with
a circulation bigger than the Ames
Tribune, a full staff of about 20 edilors
and 20 reporters he oversees, an operating budget of $1.4 million. You read it.
We all read the Daily; it's the pulse of
the university, and a damn good one at
that. The Daily sets the tone, creates the
climate at Iowa State. Whether to learn
something or just to find a reason to
bitch about it, you read it. And Cavan, a
senior in journalism, knows it. It's why
he stays sometimes until 1, 2 in the
morning. It's also why what was once an
occasional cigarette out by the dumpster
is now a steady habit Cavan doesn't
think about kicking. - Tim Paluch
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ust so happens while the rest of the country's Democrats were
getting their asses handed to them in November by the
Republicans, the Dems in this fine state were the ones slapping
around the Grand 01' Party. Especially here in Ames, where nary an
elephant was spotted in the waning days of the election, and area
legislative geats were swept by the left. ISU senior Molly Scherrman
was right smack dab in the middle of it, working last semester as
the president of the ISU Democrats and campaigning for the Iowa
Democratic Party- canvassing the campus, registering voters,
coordinating events and speeches. And the students came out and
voted, in large quantities, thanks in no small part to Molly and
aggressive campaigning tactics. There was a massive increase in
voter registration and student voting numbers were up from the
~~ntial election. No small feat for an off-year election in
~etic college folk usually stay home. Perhaps it's in her
Paul Scherrman served six years as a state repremaybe. "These candidates last election had a
was.well worth the effort," she says. "
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